
Dear 6ros, 	 5/24/82 
You sure used-an old address! Wonder it got here, with most of the older costal clerks and route people havong retirod. We haven't moved aince we left Hyattotown in 1967, bat the routoe havo been renumbered as the area roc:. :erom 7 it went to 6 and that become 12 and. now wo have otoeet numbore. The corroct address is 7627 Old Reoeieeo Road, oauo zip, 2Q Frederiok, 21701. 
I onjoeed reading your letter, in part because it reminded so of what would have been my second beck if I hadn't been asked to do what ozeo into Ilbiteoaeh II. I call the hook I didn't do "Tigpr to Riede," and I hope to live long enough to do it still. I've not read Spaw's book and maybe now I should. I have read rafton's and in my belief you and many, many others were conned. He is a very eersuaaive man, and as unscrupulous, so it was not :say not to be conned. However, there is a test you could have given it if it bad not said so much of what you wanted to hear. Of all the stuff that he so extensively takes credit for an his own week, can you now thine of any that you didn't road more than a decade before he publiahod? Nothing of any consequence =opt his own theory. And that, persuasive ao it may SG CM, 13 entioely untenable. I don't want to take time to try and rebut the whole clamed tine, but let no -tell you a few simple things that he knew and just esittod beftwei if he hadn't he not have had any book at all. Rather than nobody being on the off side of the plane, there were about 3,000 people there. The second helicopter took LB away. ,The first was for the honor guard, from Ft. Myer. The gate he clains wa2 used to sneak the body in was looked and could not be opened because of the special security provisions that wore imposed as soon as the Navy know the body was ;;pin;; :here. His whole story on the 	of the X-rays is flee and be knew it. You'll find no account of when oa4ch ones wore taken. Be happened to call ma and I aeked him why he left that oct. He h4:u1 no answer, So I told him and asked him how his theory conforms with his omission of the tii,a3 taken in X-royleo and photos aphing, and he said it makes no problem at all because the autoeqy didn't begin until 19:30. His source on thin, he saidx, is Dr. Ebersole/ And there is more wrong. There had to be at least, two ambulances and at least one extra casket. Thd Wavy sent en ambulance withIBT's heart eeecialiot, fearing he night have a heart attack and the military disttict of Wasbingzon should have sent a casket and to the best of py recollection, it did. 
lihaf interests me wry much is the fine piece of research you've dare on TFItle changed *Int polieles. If it in not too much trouble I'd a:prwiate mereons of the originals you quote.boonnee I Ply want to use thou if I Aellit 11,13 thee or orx.'t find what I did have. (I explain this below) They ore not =familiar to me, and all post-dcte my own original nnalyeloo followed by research. 
The subtitle of "Tiger" is mBhe Untold Story of the Cuba tussle Crisis." I did not omit an "n" as a typo. Cuba was incidental to it, as I see it, nad the Cuban Government was not part of it. You are absolutely correct in dating the change in TFIC's policies to that time, as are those you cite. You also are abedlutelo correct in his planned uithdrawal frau Vietnam. However, he had booms* it, which received little attention, and tle withdrauale, which did begin, were ended before he wen 

I researched the bock in 1965e7 and I'm not sure I can noo fimd tthat research. When we moved here I we just about broke and I could not afford file cabinets. Tow have abort 60 four-drawer, regular size cabinets and a number of odd size ones. I've been filling then with records as I get them. After my surgeries in 1980 and 1931 I was even more dependent on student help. I had a good student part time before the ourooriee. bat afterward I had only bad workers. I've not seen or by 	gozx from the most recent one in weeks and now oollege is over and she's cone home without oven sopsd.nc to me. The previous semester the girl I had and who had seewld to So geed just .7.Lla't core. ;.ihen I cot hold of her, it turned ou-:.; that she'd gotten a 



job telt paid more and hadn't bothered to let me know. She was uneasy about this and 
offeroe totems and help when I got a nee student she could break in. She did, and 
I'm aghast at the amount of delnnerate nisfiliee I've junt blundered into. I can 
only gases how =Oh MOTO there may be. 

If I'd only known how poorly the one for the semester just ended would be, I'd 
have had a different one, but I'd spoken to the one I hired and she said she'd like 
the job and would g07. beak as soon as she got her schedule. I'd also spokon,latee, 
to another one when I'd not heard. Then the first one phoned and said she'd been ill 
but welted oiee the job. So whe the eecoal one, who goes to the local comeunite 
college, got her echedule and found she hen time, she called me. But I'd hired the 
first one. Several weeks ago I looked the second one up and she'd still like the job, 
so 	arranged for h r te coo ee when school ended. It bad, wad she put in t.:o hdurs 
today. I've got to begin by- making an inventory.Of more than 60 file abinets of 
paper. otherwise I've no way o: knowing except by reading the labels and hoping they 
are correct. I had the first and the vary good ow man label each drawer. (The FBIHQ, 
Dallee and New Orleans rni records tans' up nore than 60 dreeers and there o'e record:: 
not yet filed. Give you an idea of to e volux'e. 

Ihe hoping this newest girl is dependable and that during the summer recess can 
get me caught up and everything located. 

I've got 16 aeditionak cabinets in my' small office. In these I have a folder for 
new iftforsation for "Tiger" so I can file and locate anything new that is pertinent 
in that book. But the olde stuff is aoneetere in the basement, not in the cabinets 
that hold the close to 4000000 pages I've gotten under MIA. 

The government is able to keep we pretty much tied up in those FIlle cases 
beceune they een eit away with almeet nnythiee in cart, Lee:Luang what le not 
uncommon, perjury. So, even though I'm trying to. end =CO of thecasem, oven weeniout 
real compliance, they are able to continuo to stonewall and they do. This and the 
medical needs take up so much trine I'm not now able to write with cohcentration. 
I spend mornings at a local) mall, doctor's orders, becauao I can walk there regardless 
of weather and can sit dove almost immediately if I must. With cortoLt 	of 
pain, teoee ftme meson iesuffloienoe in the led euselse aad thoee that might cause 
me to basalts unstaeAs  I an eepeoeod to sit end rest ieeedieteey. 20ga/diens, I walk 
at leeet 3 mile ,:::nv,:cm&is 6 deya e Aeeke. eaually eneut a elath on a mile between 
restinm. Toth s tine, bue I do it annI think I eon eee the benefit from et. I can't 
use stairs mush, can't stand except for very trnef earicele, :`and have to keen my legs 
up when I sit. Kind of lieentiag but I'd still eble to do a fair amount. 

I'm hoping to get out from Under enough litigation to eataet work on a new bock 
on the vetag assonsination some ti: e this :Neaten,  and than back to J. 

Excuse the haste and typos. I've just finished a long affidavit in a JIM case, 
one as long a:3 Inquest, and I'm trying to catch up on what accueulatee while I was 
working on it. The stank is still ipposing, but your letter intexteeeed m eo eecn I 
just hel to write you imeediateny. I would suggest that if you toy to do more along 

the sane line, you just note that Kennedy and Khruschse did reach an understeedinne  
that JFK took it a bit farthur in his American univ reity speech of 6/63, that soon 
thereafter he was assassinated, that LBJ's policies obviously were radiealny different 
( you might want to remembee what haepened in the Dominic= republic, in edition to 
VN) and teat Khruscbev did not stay in power for very lone  after JPK was assassinated. 
If anyone bothers to check Lifton out" your case will be weakened, and you really 
don't need it to roe° your eersuasive argument anyWay. 

Hope all ie well with all of you. Beet wishes, 



GRISCOM MORGAN 

P.O. Box 207, Yellow Springs, Ohio 45387 

Phone 513 767-1461 

May 20, 1982 

Harold Weisberg 

Dear Hal: 

I was going over my file of Kennedy assassination materials and looked 

over the many letters from you I gave keptpthankful for your having 

responded ta mine. It occurred to me that you might like to hear of an 

endeavor I have been at - -and what came of it. 

With the recent and current endeavors to get reduction in nuclear 

armaments and threat of nuclear war I sought to get an article or letter 

into the Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists. They turned me down with 

apprinted :rejection slip on my first try in which I sought to show 

that - 	 in the last year of Kennedy's life 

he had achieved a brekkthrougn with Khruschev and established a united 

front with him against the hawks in their respective countries in their 

mutual deterination to end the threat of nuclear warfare and of world 

conflict. This is of course against the propeganik.in. ,2 the establishment's 

endeavor to conceal this fact—with extensive falsification parelleliag 

the falsification in books and articles about the source of the Kennedy 
assassination. So I documented the case and told of how the assassination 	

to  

was the work of the hawks as well as the CIA. But then they published 

an article explicitely stating that the American government did not respond 

to Khruschev's concern for world peace and to avoid nuclear war. I then 	
" 

wrote a letter. proving that this article was wrong and showing that the 

hawks were involved in the Kennedy assassination—as proved by Lifton's 

book. The editor of the Bulletin told me she was pleased with my letter 

and wanted to use it. The Editor in Chief, at MIrithen wrote me complaining 

of what he calldd my "conspiratorial view of history", but said they would 

print my letter because of the sound observations in it about Kennedy. 

After months went by I wrote Ubout the Bulletin's  failure to use my 
letter and was answered that they had not been able to use it, and hoped 

I could get such material published elesewhere, that the Bulletin was not 

qualified to go into the,Tessassination subject, yet what I had written 

was "scary". 

Since this experience 	. with the Bulletin the -- case of Kennedy's 

intensive endeavor to end the threat of atomic war and preparation for 

it and to achieve unity with Khruschev which finally was successfgl just 

before the Kennedy assassination-?this case was made and Pally documented 

by Glenn1Seaborg in his book. Kennedy, Khruschev-and the Test Ban. Thus 
the missing page of history I referred to in my letter to the Bulletin is 

confirmed, and it is very relevant today with the renewed negotiations 

between President Reagan and Premier Brezhnev. So I have raised the 

question, would the military and CIA eliminate Reagan if he and Brezhnev 

were to do what Kennedy had succeded in doing? Seaborg shows that Brezhnev 

was also deeply desirthus of ending the threat of nuclear war, and was 

--is--also in a difficult position in relation to the military hawks in 

Russia. If we could get across the historical importance of the hawks 

in America ending Kennedy's presidency and the consequent;: downfall of Khruschev 

with his alliance with Kennedy ended, the threat of nuclear war might 

be averted. My peace minded friends have been saying there was not time to 

; to the Kennedy assassination with the threat of nuclear war to 
fight against. I say that the Kennedy case would be the way to deal with the threat. 
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Who is the Establishment that Controls the United States? - 
.by Griscom Morgan 

Cover-up, by Gary Shaw and Larry R. Harris, P. 0. Box 722, Cleburne, Texas -76031 
Tib.00 

The Best Evidence, By David S. Lifton, Macmillan - $16.50 

In the last year of his life President John F. Kennedy had through the 
rapid evolution of his insights come to recognize the necessity for ending the 
drift toward war and nuclear conflict between the United States and Russia. 
Kennedy and Nikita Khruschev had reached agreement on this and established a 
united front against the military hawks in their countries. (This characteri-
zation was recently confirmed by Leo Grulio , who had been Moscow correspon-
dent of the Monitor.) Kennedy had also come to agree with General Douglas 
MacArthur and' MikiMansfield that the United States must get out of Vietnam 
and avoid military involvement there, but he told Mansfield that he could not 
accomplish this until he was re-elected, to which Mansfield agreed. For 
Kennedy was deeply concerned with the determination of the military hawks in 
his country to keep the United States on the road to nuclear confrontation 
and war. Khruschev quoted Robert Kennedy as saying "The President is not sure 
that the military will not overthrow him and sieze power." 

This is the fully documented background of the transfer of the presidency 
of the United States from John F. Kennedy to Lyndon Johnson as depicted in the 
book Coverup by J. Gary Shaw with Larry R. Harris. This book is remarkable 
in its objectivity, comprehensiveness, responsible scholarship, scientific 
discipline and succinct readability. In its 218 pages of text this book does 
what no other in the field has even started to do -lc giving a balanced and 
fully substantiated picture of what, how and whys  the coup d'etat was accom-
plished in America. For the educated public we need to assemble a brief 
resume of crucial and incontrovertable evidence in the Kennedy assassination 
case that leads to the central conclusions that are agreed to by the responsi-
ble independent investigators such as Salandria, Weisberg, Penn Jooes, Gary 
Shaw, and David Lifton. 

At the time of the fatal head shots the moving picture frames show 
in the eighteenth of a second between frames that Kennedy's head started 
moving forward at the rate of 69 feet per second. The next frame shows 
Kennedy's head moving backward at 100 feet per second. Backward motion con-
tinued, pulling Kennedy's shoulders to the left and rear to the point that with-
in a sixth of a second--three frames--Kennedy's head had moved backward and 
to the left about a foot. The explanation of this evidence given by a spokes- • 
man for the Warren Commission's conclusions in the Congressional Select Com-
mittee was that this motion was caused by a neuromuscular reaction. This 
defies the laws of physics. Such motion could not have been accomplished 
except muscles pushed against an external object, and there was no such ob 
ject for them to push against. Moreover, the part of the brain that might 
activate the nerves was blown out, with skull and other tissue, to the left 
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rear; a piece of the skull ended up twenty five feet in that direction. The 
Dallas doctors saw the results of that blowout and reported it as the result 
of a shot from in front. If those responsible for the conspiracy were to 
blame the assassination on one person, a patsy, shooting from the rear, this 
had to be covered up. 

We have ample evidence that the conspirators planned to have a patsy take 
the blame for the results of the conspiracy. The Miami Florida police 13 days 
before the assassination had gotten a tape recording from an informer who ques-
tioned a conspirator about the planned assassination and got the conversation 
down on tape. This man, a racist right wing leader, had outlined the pattern 
of the assassination. 	 When questioned about the public 
reaction against those responsible he had answered, "They will pick up somebody 
within hours afterwards. . . just to throw the public off." 

To carry out the implications of having a "patsy" take the blame for the 
assassination the autopsy had somehow to be changed from what it would show 
in the normal course of events. There was no alternative. The gross, complete 
disparity between the findings of the Dallas hospital surgeons and the autopsy 
surgeons at the Washington Parkland Hospital were the result of the necessary 
preparations made before hand in this carefully engineered operation. So it 
is by defining, proving, the character of personnel who carried outoperations 
following the assassination that we can identify the category of personnel who 
were the conspirators. Vincent Salandria has pointed out that the most defini-
tive give away of this is the radiogram that.President Johnson received while 
on the plane back to Washington 'after the assassination, eminating from the 
situation room in the White House. This radiogram stated that no foreign power 
was involved in the assassination, and only one assassin was involved. The 
Air Force had this radiogram removed from the Kennedy collection in the name 
of "national security." Everything else adds up to, the implications of this 
simple outline of evidence. The "everything else" is almost endless in its 
cumulative conclusiveness. But to even start to dip into this everything else 
would take precious space in which we'have much of current, as contrasted with 
past, concern. 

Within the,past year a new event has helped confirm Gary Shaw's analysit., 
The Congressional Select Committee on Assassinations had at the end of its 	' 
work suddenly'gotteM,incontrovertable evidence developed from a -i,ape recording \\  

of sounds during the 'time of the Kennedy assassination that there\had been: 
riflemen shooting from the front right as well as the rear-  .positrons :0  This 
led to the Committee's conclusion that there had been a conspiracy, butits 
implications were then passed on to the Department of Justice to go,into. The 
FBI proceeded to publish a report that there was nothing to the argument of 
two riflemen and conspiracy. But the United States Academy of Scie ce put the 
discipline and objectivity of science to work and found that the F Iwas com- 
pletely off the beam and mistaken, leading to. private confession nd'apology a year ag 
of the FBI that it was wrong--but no public statement to that of ect has been 
'made. The Reagan administration has covered up again about the/coup d'etat. 

 

by the establishment in control over military policy of the United States. 

There has been one weakness in the argument and evidence that Gary Shaw 
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Shaw and many others have advanced about the nature and source of the conspiracy 
by which the coup d'etat in the United States took place. The Warren Report, 
the Congressional Select Committee on Assassinations and other studies could 
all show that the autopsy of President Kennedy had proved that there was only 
one assassin, despite a great deal of contrary evidence. X-rays and autopsy 
photographs tended to confirm the one assassin conclusion of the Warren Report. 
Here is where the remarkable 700 page book published in 1980 by the responsible 
Macmillan firm, The Best Evidence, fills in the missing gap in understanding 
what happened following the assassination of John F. Kennedy. The author, 
scientifically trained David Lifton, 	spent the past sixteen years tracing 
down all the witnesses and evidence pertaining to what happeqd to John 
Kennedy's body that led to a dramatically opposite conclusion as to the character 
and source of the shots at John Kennedy's head as understood by the physicians 
at the Dallas hospital as contrasted with the physicians and X-rays at the hospi-
tal in Washington where the autopsy was done. It is a long but fascinating 
story of detective work, scientific study and human reactions. 

The overall picture is clear that President Kennedy's body had been ab-
ducted from the coffin of state, and taken independently to the Bethesda Naval 
Hospital. The head had been operated on, the brain removed, and the evidence 
of a second shot from a rifleman in front eliminated as much as possible. The 
brain and skull then were stuffed back into place and covered with scalp before 
the autopsy. This is the story that the physicians, attendants and staff in 
the Bethesda hospital filled out. in the tape recorded accounts detail by de-
tail until there is no room for doubt as to how the evidence of conspiracy was 
suppressed. For example, the radiologist who was carrying X-rays of Kennedy's • 
head passed Mrs. Kennedy who had just arrived at the hospital with the coffin 
of state in which she thought she was ,guarding the container of her husband's 
body into the hospital. This X-ray technician could tell his small part of 
the story that was completely at odds with what the establishment desired to 
have the public to know because the. Congressional Select Committee had rescinded 
an order of the Surgeon General of the Navy (traced to the source at the White 
House) that all those who had witnessed the autopsy must not tell what they 
saw, and if they did they would be subject to court martial. This release from 
silence gave freedom to military personnel to tell Of what they kr,lew to the 
point that the pattern of evidence is now drastically changed. Multiply this 
hundreds of times and fitting the parts of the jigsaw puzzle together into a 
coherent picture you get the missing evidence which completes the story Gary 
Shaw tells so masterfully in his book less than half as long covering the entire 
case with incontrovertable evidence and documentation. 

David Lifton concludes his book with a conversation he had with Liebeler, 
the university professor who had been a leading Warren Commission investigator.. 
Liebeler said "I don't think anybody will ever believe anything you say. . 
Because of the presumption that the emporer is clothed." Lifton observed that 
this "presumes the gullibility... of the electorate. It hides the fact that 
some time during Kennedy's thousand days, a secret veto was cast on his presi-
dency and his life." 
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June 29, 1981 
Thu Editor 
Tae Bulleti... of tne Atomic Scientists 
1040-24 East 5Aa St 
Caicago, Ill 60637 

Dear Sirs: 

The article by George Ken on "Scnolarship, Politics and the Eatt-Jest'.  
RelaUonship in the 	issue of the Bulletia deals with a part of 
recent history and it relevance to the threat of nuclear war and the . 
escalation of tne arms race about which we indeed need to be informed., , 
Zr. Ke..noa presents at the heart of his article a misconception that • 
has become general among the American public, and must be corrected 
before it does more harm. He wrote- 

"Altao.iah'44raschev was a crude man, ho wanted no war, and he believed 
in human cormainication. But he overplayed his hand. And such 
favorable prospects. as his influence presented went largely without 
respoge from the West. Tao compulsions of military competition were 
alreildy too powerful. . ." 

George FxGovern in his autobiography Grass Roots accurately depicted one 
phase of what acctually happeaea in writing: 

". Through skillful but potentially catastrophic dialomacy and naval 
deployment, l'resident Kennedy had pursuaded Khruschev to wiihdraw Russian 
milsiles from Cuba in return for assurances that the United States would 
not invadd the island. The two superpowers looked into the nuclear grave 
and backed away with.a new appreciation of the need for peaceful accomodation. As Admiral Fawn Aickaver put it: 'The cold"war turned the corner in 
October, 1062, and it has never been the same since.'" 

Out of that confrontation between Khruschev and Kennedy and its resolution 
there emerged a united front between Kennedy and Khruschev 	. 
agaiast the military hawks in their respective countries. SOme of the background of this development is described in Kenneth O'Donnell's Johnnie We Hardly 
Knew le in his account of Kennddy's dedisien thtt the United States must get out of Vietnam. Kennedy had been astounded and greatly impressed that General Douglas EacArthur had come and urged him to diseng-ge from the 
Vietnamese conflicts In this visit BacArth.a. "was extremely critical of the 

military advice from the Pentagon, blaming it on the military leadership . . which, he said,ivad advanced the wrong officers. "You were lucky to lkote had that 	' • • hapaen in Cuba, where the strategic cost was not too 
lareat.she said about the Bay of Pigs, and urged the president (against) 
a military build-...o in Vietnam." 	 • . 

Senate majority leader. Mike Mansfield had similarly_ urged against that policy. 
Kennedy hau told him he now agreed with the Senator's thinking ol the need 
for a complete military withdrawal from Vietnam. O'Donnell quoted him as 
saying "But 1 can't do it until after 1965--after I'm re-elected" and 
Eansfiald hod agreed. Then after Mansfield left Kennedy told O'Donnell "So 
we had bettor be damn sure I am reelected." 

That was the background for the situation George Kennon described as Khruschev's 
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going "largely without response from the West." Khruschev's own perspective 

on this confirms Mon:lolls: In his autobiogrphy Khruschev Re;.embers he 

wrote: "I'll always remember 	the late President with deep respect 

because, in the final analysis, he showed himself to be soberQminded and 

determined to avoid war. 	. .He showed real wisdom and statesmanship 

when he turned his back on tight-wing forces in the United States who were 

trying to goad him into taking military action against Cuba. It was a great 

victory for us. . ." Khruschev confirmed this appraisal further on: • 

"As for Kennedy, his death W35 a great loss. He was gifted with the abiliVy 

to resolve international conflicts by negotiation, as the whole world learned 
during the so-called Cuban crisis.. .1 believe that if Kennedy had lived, 

relations between the Soviet Union and the United States would be much better 

than they are. Why do I say that? Because Kennedy wccld never have let his 

country get bogged down in Vietnam." 

Edward Crankshaw in his biography of Khruschev wrote that with the understanding 

that developed between Kennedy and Khruschev,"Khruschev was once more the world 

statesman, moving back to the spirit of Camp David - -and beyond. His great 

aim MOW was to liquidate all possible obstacles to a further improvement of 

relations with America." But "The assassination of President Kennedy in 

November 1963 had been a shattering blow." Without the united endeavor with 

Kennedy for world peace Khruschev's part in this endeavor was vulnerable to. 

the Soviet hawks and he was displaced from; Russia's leadership. 

In his book The 	Pleasure of his Company President Kennedy's Assisitant Secretary 
of 

the Navy Paul Fay Jr. told of asking the President if he were not concerned 

about a possible military takeover of the country. Kennedy had answerered "I
f 

there were a third Bay of Pigs, it could happen." And he commentedalonly God 

knows just what segment of democracy they' would be defendin4f they overthrew 

the elected establishment."' 
• 

The CIA organized invasion at the Bay of Pigs had been prepared by the 

Eisenhower administration and was inherited by the hennedy administration. 

Kennedy had been sold on going ahead with it on the understanding that it 

was a U.S. supported populat• uprising that would take place and not an 

invasion by the United States armed forces comparable to the Soviet takeover 

in Czechoslovakia. So Kennedy ha& refused to allow the involvement of the 

United States air force. This refusal to allow the Bay of Pigs to initilte 

'a governmental armed invasion of Cuba had embittere
d the CIA and the military 

command. Kennedy again refused to allow the armed forces to invade Cube as 

the outcome of the missile crisis, but came to the accomodation withltussia 

that Khruschev praised so highly. This constituted in effect the second 

"bay of pigs" so far as the military leadership was concerned. 

George Kennon saw but one aspect of the Cuban missile crisis in writing of it 

"In the U*2 episode and the 'Cuban missile crisis the two great nuclear powers 

traded fateful mistakes, further confirming each other's conviction that armed 

forces and armed force alone, would eventually determine theoutcome of their 

differences. . . In short, what was brewed is the dreadful militarization of the 

entire East-West relationship." 



.President Kennedy's resolution of the missile crisis was precisely to avoid that 
outcome, and Khrusebev clearly understood this was the case. But to the military, 
the resolution of thetisBile-orisisaradKennedyls determination to get out of 
Vietnam were a second bay of pigs happened and a third in prospect. Hence the 
necessity in their thinking of making a transition from Kennedy's world peace 
perspective to Lyndon Johnson's dependable teamwork with the military establishment. 
So it was no accident that an army general was present at the navy autopsy of 
President Kennedy's body and ordered the autopsy prematurely terminated - -as 
one of the medical officers testified in oourtin New Orleans. The evidence of 
a conspiracy resulting in cross fire from two assassins was in this way avoided. 
This is the 	page of world history that George Kennon left out, liaving 
a mistaken appraisal of both Khruschev's and the United States' part in the 
abortive move to end the threat of nuclear war and conflict between the two 
superpowers. 	

CT/ 	Th-Nr. ori  . 

--Orissa om Morgan 


